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EXT. MALL PARKING LOT

REPO RON, male 30’s, and his trusty CAMERA MAN, male 40’s,

are shooting a pilot for their new realty show titled "Hoe

My Ride".

RON

Hey everybody, welcome to the very

first episode of Hoe My Ride. Where

we steal unsuspecting victims

rides, then hoe it out. If you

don’t understand what I’m saying?

Well I guess you’ll just have to

see for your little self.

QUICK CUT TO SHOT OF A PICTURE

Suddenly there is a close up shot of a spoiled rich girl,

KELLY WITH AN I, female 20’s, and her brand new car. The

camera zooms out slowly to show RON holding the picture, RON

also has a large amount of cocaine under his nose.

RON

Okay this is Kelly, but she doesn’t

spell her name like regular other

girls named Kelly. She spells it

with an I, not a Y, isn’t that

cute. Oh what’s that right beside

her, that’s her new car. Is she

paying for that, Hell No! So we are

going to take it, cause we are

crazy!

EXT. FRONT OF MALL - IN THE BUSHES

A close up shot displays RON’S ass hanging out of his

sagging pants, the camera quickly zooms out. RON and the

CAMERA MAN are hiding in a large bush.

RON

We are here at our retrieval point!

Kelly with an I just went into her

tanning saloon, so we are going to

wait here a bit.

CAMERA MAN

Hey I don’t feel so good, man.

RON

Shut up! We are doing this! Sorry

about that little interruption

audience. Well anyways, in order to
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RON (cont’d)
steal a car we are going to need

the proper headgear.

RON quickly puts a pair of pantyhose on his head.

RON

Yeah, let’s do this!

RON runs toward the automobile and the CAMERA MAN follows

behind him. RON jimmies the lock and opens the driver door.

As he does this a NERD with an amazing tan exits the saloon.

NERD

Hey, I’m going to report your

actions to the authorities!

RON

Fool, you don’t know who I am, so

how’s about you report my BALLS to

the cops!

CAMERA MAN

Yeah mine too! Hey Ron McDonald

open the door.

RON

You are the dumbest bastard of the

dumb bastard’s!

RON jumps into the now stolen car, unlocks the door for

CAMERA MAN and once he gets in they speed off.

INT. INSIDE KELLY WITH AN I’S CAR

RON

That didn’t go as well as I planed,

thanks to the name telling dumb ass

behind the camera!

CAMERA MAN

Ron, pull... over!

RON

Yeah that’s a great idea there you

retard, how’s about...

CAMERA MAN

Oh God!

The CAMERA MAN vomits all over the passenger side of the

car.
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RON

And that little modification was

also not a part of the plan.

RON laughs hysterically while the camera is being turned

off.

INT. CHOP SHOP

The chop shop is an old rusted down warehouse full of broken

glass and busted boxes.

RON

Here we are at Strip Street, now

let’s go meet the crew.

Inside of an abandoned warehouse there is an table that the

rest of the cast is gathered around. First one to talk is

SQUEAK, male 20’s.

RON

Okay, listen we got a ride that we

just got to bust up. Squeak you

work on radio’s, what are we going

to do?

SQUEAK

Ron that’s simple man, inside that

car is a Bose surround sound system

with a ten disc CD player, and a

DVD player with a flat screen. What

I’m going to do is take out all

that and replace it with an eight

track player, that doesn’t even

work yo!

SQUEAK is getting high fives from all around the table.

RAZZLE, male 20’s, is the next bum to tell his master plan.

RON

I love the way that sounds, now

Razzle with paint and body, what

you got for me?

RAZZLE

Yeah, I got a great idea, check it.

RAZZLE picks a mini sledge hammer.

RAZZLE

I’m going to beat the living hell

out of this car.
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RAZZLE then picks up a can of red spray paint.

RAZZLE

Then I am going to spray paint a

big gigantic penis from the hood

all the way to the trunk. Also I’m

going to spray in huge letters the

word whore, H-O-R-E on her driver

side, then BAG with an exclamation

point on her passenger side.

RON

Razzle the word whore is spelled

W-H-O-R-E.

RAZZLE

Well okay, that’s what I’ll do.

RON quickly focuses his attention to CHECKS, male 30’s.

RON

Checks, what’s with those doors and

windows man?

CHECKS

I’m going to take those doors and

replace it with cardboard ones that

have clear plastic wrap for the

windows.

RON now wants to know what his buddy Jay J, male 20’2, has

up his sleeve.

RON

Hell yeah! Jay J what are you going

to do with those bad ass rims and

tires?

JAY J

I’m going to rob those and replace

them with spare tires, cause I am a

man with heart.

RON

Do you think the spares can hold

the weight of the car?

JAY J

Who cares, that hoe is rich!

RON

Okay crew, let’s get cracking.
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The guys are hard at work in the shop. JAY J is on one knee

changing out a tire. JAY J sees that the camera is on him

and he poses like a gangster, but sneaking up right behind

him is SQUEAK and he decides to kick JAY J in the taint.

While JAY J is posing he gets kicked in the balls from

behind by SQUEAK, JAY J goes down like a ton of bricks.

CHECKS tells RAZZLE to toss the mini sledge hammer so he can

break the back window. RAZZLE throws the hammer to CHECKS,

then CHECKS says something to the camera and throws the

hammer at the window. However, the hammer doesn’t break the

glass, instead it bounces off the window and the hammer hits

poor RAZZLE in the face.

SQUEAK is lying on his back across the driver and passenger

seats while ripping out the CD/ DVD player. Suddenly out of

nowhere Jay J elbow drops SQUEAK in the genitals.

RAZZLE has a large bandage on his head and is on top of the

car doing a fine job spray painting. Without warning RAZZLE

stops to take a whiff of paint, then goes right back to

work.

EXT. FRONT OF CHOP SHOP

The guys are ready to show their masterpiece. The car is

covered up with an old stained sheet.

RON

All right guys, you all did a great

job, now let’s look at the finished

product.

RON takes the sheet off of the vandalized automobile. The

wheels have been replaced with spares, that are all flat.

The door were taken out and replaced with a cardboard doors

with plastic wrap for windows.

The CD/DVD player is ripped out and now there is an

eight-track player with wires sticking out everywhere.

From the hood all the way to the back of the car is a large

spray painted penis. On the driver side the word “WHORE” is

sprayed on, and on the passenger side “BAG?” is tagged on

it. Ron is taking a look at the final product.

RON

Damn fellas that right there is...

RON sees RAZZLE’S mess up.
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RON

RAZZLE!

RAZZLE

What’s up Ron?

RON

What the hell are you thinking,

that’s not an exclamation mark,

that’s a question mark.

RAZZLE

It is?

RON

Aw hell, I can’t stay mad at you...

we smoke rock together!

RAZZLE

Word.

RON

Okay everyone I think its official

this ride has been hoed. So lets

tape that hoes reaction, what do

you say there audience?

INT. A CHOP SHOP

The CAMERA MAN set up his shot through a dirty broken

window. A black limousine pulls up, the car in question also

has miniature American flags attached to the hood.

KELLY WITH AN I and a group of MEN wearing black suits and

sunglasses exit the long automobile. RON and the crew are

all hiding under the window, some are even giggling like

children.

RON

Is she pissed off... Is she

crying... What’s going on out there

man?!?

CAMERA MAN

Huh... That’s interesting. I see

the girl with a bunch of guys

wearing black suits and sunglasses.

They rolled up in a black limo and

it’s got mini American flags on it,

wow.
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SQUEAK

What, wait a minute.

SQUEAK quickly looks through the stained glass.

SQUEAK

Interesting my balls, that hoe is

related to a politician or some

shit!

JAY J

I can’t go to prison, I just got

out yesterday!

The crew stops laughing and being’s to panic.

RON

Word, let’s get out of here! Hope

you pimps and hoes liked our show.

But we got to get to running, so

see you next time, maybe!

The CAMERA MAN run’s behind the crew while the camcorder is

still recording, suddenly it shuts off.


